Funded COVID-19
Support
HELPING YOU STABILISE THE PRESENT &
CREATE YOUR FUTURE

The Government has set aside significant
funds to support businesses impacted by
Covid-19 during these stressful and
strenuous times by fully funding business
advisory services.
_________________________________________________________________
Only one thing remains the same since the unprecedented business
challenges that COVID-19 has created – the need for businesses to
create sustainable customer value.
Inspiring Performance has supported hundreds of kiwi businesses and

“The best way to predict the future
is to create it!”
– Abraham Lincoln

government agencies achieve more during good times and bad by better
understanding their business and operating models, building futurefocused business strategy, and with the tools to make it happen.
This funded support is for the key leader/s of the business (or business
owners) wanting advice for how to achieve greater clarity about your

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

planning and choices in both the short and medium term. Here are the

You are eligible if you:

areas of support we’re providing you could be eligible for 100% funding -

1. Have less than 50 full-time equivalent

ranging between $1000-5000+GST.
In all areas, you’ll be provided practical tools back by globally proven

employees, and
2. Have registered for GST in New Zealand.

business principles.
1. Business pulse check - Review business performance pre Covid-19
and now. Outcome: Rapidly benchmark current state and top challenges
in a changing environment.

ACCESSING THE FUNDING
To access this funding you first need to meet

2. Business continuity planning (business & operating model) –
creating and delivering customer value through COVID-19. Outcome: The
ability to operate with greater confidence and the ability to make ‘choices’

(online) with an advisor of the Regional Business
Partner in your area. For example, in Auckland
it’s ATEED, in Wellington it’s WellingtonNZ and in
Taranaki it is Venture Taranaki.

3. Financial & cash models – knowing you can fund your way into the
future. Outcome: Visibility and control over liquidity and cashflow.

Find a full list of contacts in your area here.
Please don't hesitate to contact us if you want

4. Wellbeing & resilience (incl. HR) – helping people be the best they
can be. Outcome: A workforce with the mindset and inspiration to achieve
more within the business, or their own future if made redundant

some help with this process, or to have a chat
first.

MAKING IT WORK FOR YOU
We can offer support through secure channels including Zoom, Microsoft
Teams, Skype and telephone. You’ll also benefit from having access to
our online benchmarking metrics.

ADVISORS
The content for support will be personalised for your business by one (or
both) of our advisors, Dr. Mike Pratt and Jamie Fitzgerald.
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